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(+1)7635467300 - https://www.redlobster.com/seafood-
restaurants/locations/mn/golden-valley/8900-golden-valley-road

Here you can find the menu of Red Lobster in Golden Valley Road. At the moment, there are 17 meals and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Red Lobster:

We went to Red Lobster in Golden Valley last night for the birthday. The restaurant was clean and looked nice
and the dishes and drinks were delicious. Our server (Marraya G! was super friendly and attentive and created a

really great evening. read more. The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used
with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about Red Lobster:

Usually a great experience. This special visit was not good. I ordered the surfing and the lawn. Shrimp was good.
Steak was very rare (I ordered medium) they tried to cook it more. It came back. Management was very

accommodating. You have adjusted my bill accordingly. I will visit again in the future. read more. If you want to try
fine American meals like burgers or barbecue, Red Lobster from Golden Valley Road is the place to be, and you

can look forward to the delicious classic seafood cuisine. One also grills South American here with fresh fish,
meat, as well as beans and potatoes.
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Seafoo�
LOBSTER TAIL

Brea�
BISCUITS

Fro� th� Hear�
CRAB CAKES

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

OYSTERS

LOBSTER

SALAD

PASTA

Ingredient� Use�
CHEDDAR

SCALLOPS

SHRIMP

CHOCOLATE

COCONUT

SHRIMPS

BRUSSELS SPROUTS

SEAFOOD
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